DESCRIPTION OF SMALL GROUP DELEGATE DISCUSSIONS – ONLINE MEETINGS OFFERED (not required)

Student delegates will be provided the opportunity to continue to network with the CABLE peers via facilitated small group discussions by CABLE staff. These discussions will be made available monthly and conducted as Zoom video conferences. While the purpose of the discussion groups is for community building of the CABLE consortium, topics can include individual campus projects, personal development goals, multi-university collaboration, bioeconomy news, or whatever subject interests the group. Meetings will occur at a time that is convenient to all people in the small group. Students will have the benefit of a national network of contacts as a result of relationships created during their term as CABLE Delegate.

TO BE FILLED OUT AT GROUP MEETING:

SEMESTER 1

MY SMALL GROUP MEETING TIMES:

MY SMALL GROUP MEETING FACILITATOR:

MY SMALL GROUP MEMBERS and EMAILS: